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HTTP: The Definitive Guide
2002-09-27

behind every web transaction lies the hypertext transfer protocol http the language of web browsers and servers of portals and
search engines of e commerce and web services understanding http is essential for practically all web based programming design
analysis and administration while the basics of http are elegantly simple the protocol s advanced features are notoriously
confusing because they knit together complex technologies and terminology from many disciplines this book clearly explains http
and these interrelated core technologies in twenty one logically organized chapters backed up by hundreds of detailed
illustrations and examples and convenient reference appendices http the definitive guide explains everything people need to use
http efficiently including the black arts and tricks of the trade in a concise and readable manner in addition to explaining the
basic http features syntax and guidelines this book clarifies related but often misunderstood topics such as tcp connection
management web proxy and cache architectures web robots and robots txt files basic and digest authentication secure http
transactions entity body processing internationalized content and traffic redirection many technical professionals will benefit from
this book internet architects and developers who need to design and develop software it professionals who need to understand
internet architectural components and interactions multimedia designers who need to publish and host multimedia performance
engineers who need to optimize web performance technical marketing professionals who need a clear picture of core web
architectures and protocols as well as untold numbers of students and hobbyists will all benefit from the knowledge packed in this
volume there are many books that explain how to use the but this is the one that explains how the works written by experts with
years of design and implementation experience this book is the definitive technical bible that describes the why and the how of
http and web core technologies http the definitive guide is an essential reference that no technically inclined member of the
internet community should be without

HTTP: The Definitive Guide
2002-09-27

covers topics including http methods and status codes optimizing proxies designing web crawlers content negotiation and load
balancing strategies
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The Definitive Guide to Position Sizing
2008-03

learn to build web applications with catalyst the popular open source web framework based on the perl programming language
the definitive guide to catalyst writing extendable scalable and maintainable perl based applications is a definitive guide to
catalyst version 5 8 this book contains training materials for new and experience programmers worked examples and cookbook
style recipes of common web application programming tasks fundamentals of web application design and best practice
application style

The Definitive Guide to Catalyst
2009-10-06

soon after its launch ant succeeded in taking the java world by storm becoming the most widely used tool for building
applications in java environments like most popular technologies ant quickly went through a series of early revision cycles with
each new version more functionality was added and more complexity was introduced ant evolved from a simple to learn build
tool into a full fledged testing and deployment environment ant the definitive guide has been reworked revised and expanded
upon to reflect this evolution it documents the new ways that ant is being applied as well as the array of optional tasks that ant
supports in fact this new second edition covers everything about this extraordinary build management tool from downloading and
installing to using ant to test code here are just of a few of the features you ll find detailed in this comprehensive must have
guide developing conditional builds and handling error conditions automatically retrieving source code from version control
systems using ant with xml files using ant with javaserver pages to build applications using ant with enterprise javabeans to build
enterprise applications far exceeding its predecessor in terms of information and detail ant the definitive guide 2nd edition is a
must have for java developers unfamiliar with the latest advancements in ant technology with this book at your side you ll soon
be up to speed on the premiere tool for cross platform development author steve holzner is an award winning author who s been
writing about java topics since the language first appeared his books have sold more than 1 5 million copies worldwide

Ant: The Definitive Guide
2005-04-13
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if you re ready to use closure to build rich web applications with javascript this hands on guide has precisely what you need to
learn this suite of tools in depth closure makes it easy for experienced javascript developers to write and maintain large and
complex codebases as google has demonstrated by using closure with gmail google docs and google maps author and closure
contributor michael bolin has included numerous code examples and best practices as well as valuable information not available
publicly until now you ll learn all about closure s library compiler templates testing framework and inspector including how to
minify javascript code with the compiler and why the combination of the compiler and the library is what sets closure apart from
other javascript toolkits learn how the compiler significantly reduces the amount of javascript users have to download when
visiting your site discover several ways to use the compiler as part of your build process learn about type expressions primitives
and common utilities understand how closure emulates classes and class based inheritance use closure templates on the server
and the client from either javascript or java test and debug your javascript code even when it s compiled

Closure: The Definitive Guide
2010-09-08

attention all sql pros dax is not just for writing excel based formulas get hands on learning and expert advice on how to use the
vast capabilities of the dax language to solve common data modeling challenges beginning dax with power bi teaches key
concepts such as mapping techniques from sql to dax filtering grouping joining pivoting and using temporary tables all aimed at
the sql professional join author philip seamark as he guides you on a journey through typical business data transformation
scenarios and challenges and teaches you step by step how to resolve challenges using dax tips tricks and shortcuts are included
and explained along with examples of the sql equivalent in order to accelerate learning examples in the book range from
beginner to advanced with plenty of detailed explanation when walking through each scenario what you ll learn turbocharge your
power bi model by adding advanced dax programming techniques know when to use calculated measures versus calculated
columns generate new tables on the fly from existing data optimize monitor and tune power bi to improve performance of your
models discover new ideas tricks and time saving techniques for better models who this book is for business intelligence
developers business analysts or any sql user who wants to use power bi as a reporting tool a solid understanding of sql is
recommended as examples throughout the book include the dax equivalents to sql problem solution scenarios

Beginning DAX with Power BI
2018-03-31
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grails is a full stack framework which aims to greatly simplify the task of building serious web applications for the jvm the
concepts within grails like interceptors tag libs and groovy server pages gsp make those in the java community feel right at home
grails foundation is on solid open source technologies such as spring hibernate and sitemesh which gives it even more potential
in the java space spring provides powerful inversion of control and mvc hibernate brings a stable mature object relational
mapping technology with the ability to integrate with legacy systems and sitemesh handles flexible layout control and page
decoration grails complements these with additional features that take advantage of the coding by convention paradigm such as
dynamic tag libraries grails object relational mapping groovy server pages and scaffolding graeme rocher grails lead and founder
and jeff brown bring you completely up to date with their authoritative and fully comprehensive guide to the grails 2 framework
you ll get to know all the core features services and grails extensions via plug ins and understand the roles that groovy and grails
are playing in the changing

The Definitive Guide to Grails 2
2013-02-03

now expanded and updated with modern best practices this is the most complete guide to microsoft s dax language for business
intelligence data modeling and analytics expert microsoft bi consultants marco russo and alberto ferrari help you master
everything from table functions through advanced code and model optimization you ll learn exactly what happens under the hood
when you run a dax expression and use this knowledge to write fast robust code this edition focuses on examples you can build
and run with the free power bi desktop and helps you make the most of the powerful syntax of variables var in power bi excel or
analysis services want to leverage all of dax s remarkable capabilities this no compromise deep dive is exactly what you need
perform powerful data analysis with dax for power bi sql server and excel master core dax concepts including calculated columns
measures and calculation groups work efficiently with basic and advanced table functions understand evaluation contexts and
the calculate and calculatetable functions perform time based calculations use calculation groups and calculation items use
syntax of variables var to write more readable maintainable code express diverse and unusual relationships with dax including
many to many relationships and bidirectional filters master advanced optimization techniques and improve performance in
aggregations optimize data models to achieve better compression measure dax query performance with dax studio and learn
how to optimize your dax

The Definitive Guide to DAX
2019-07-02
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ideal for students of design independent designers and entrepreneurs who want to expand their understanding of effective
design in business identity designed is the definitive guide to visual branding written by best selling writer and renowned
designer david airey identity designed formalizes the process and the benefits of brand identity design and includes a substantial
collection of high caliber projects from a variety of the world s most talented design studios you ll see the history and importance
of branding a contemporary assessment of best practices and how there s always more than one way to exceed client
expectations you ll also learn a range of methods for conducting research defining strategy generating ideas developing
touchpoints implementing style guides and futureproofing your designs each identity case study is followed by a recap of key
points the book includes projects by lantern base pharus ocd rice creative foreign policy underline studio fedoriv freytag anderson
bedow robot food together design believe in jack renwick studio ico design and lundgren lindqvist identity designed is a must
have not only for designers but also for entrepreneurs who want to improve their work with a greater understanding of how good
design is good business

Identity Designed
2019-01-01

this instructive book takes you step by step through ways to track merge and manage both open source and commercial software
projects with mercurial using windows mac os x linux solaris and other systems mercurial is the easiest system to learn when it
comes to distributed revision control and it s a very flexible tool that s ideal whether you re a lone programmer working on a
small project or part of a huge team dealing with thousands of files mercurial permits a countless variety of development and
collaboration methods and this book offers several concrete suggestions to get you started this guide will help you learn the
basics of working with a repository changesets and revisions merge changes from separate repositories set up mercurial to work
with files on a daily basis including which ones to track get examples and tools for setting up various workflow models manage a
project that s making progress on multiple fronts at once find and fix mistakes by isolating problem sources use hooks to perform
actions automatically in response to repository events customize the output of mercurial mercurial the definitive guide maintains
a strong focus on simplicity to help you learn mercurial quickly and thoroughly

Mercurial: The Definitive Guide
2009-06-16

jakarta tomcat is not only the most commonly used open source servlet engine today it s become the de facto standard by which
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other servlet engines are measured powerful and flexible it can be used as a stand alone web server or in conjunction with
another server like apache or iis to run servlets or jsps but mastery of tomcat is not easy because it s as complex as it is
complete tomcat the definitive guide answers vexing questions that users administrators and developers alike have been asking
this concise guide provides much needed information to help harness tomcat s power and wealth of features tomcat the
definitive guide offers something for everyone who uses tomcat system and network administrators will find detailed instructions
on installation configuration and maintenance for users it supplies insightful information on how to deploy tomcat and seasoned
enterprise java developers will have a complete reference to setting up running and using this powerful softwarethe book begins
with an introduction to the tomcat server and includes an overview of the three types of server configurations stand alone in
process and out of process the authors show how directories are laid out cover the initial setup and describe how to set the
environment variables and modify the configuration files concluding with common errors problems and solutions in subsequent
chapters they cover the server xml configuration file java security manager authentication schemes and tomcat users the secure
socket layer ssl tomcat jdbc realms installing servlets and java server pages integrating tomcat with apache advanced tomcat
configuration and much more tomcat the definitive guide covers all major platforms including windows solaris linux and mac os x
contains details on tomcat configuration files and has a quick start guide to get developers up and running with java servlets and
javaserver pages if you ve struggled with this powerful yet demanding technology in the past this book will provide the answers
you need

Tomcat: The Definitive Guide
2003-06-13

learn the intricate workings of dax and the mechanics that are necessary to solve advanced power bi challenges this book is all
about dax data analysis expressions the formula language used in power bi microsoft s leading self service business intelligence
application and covers other products such as powerpivot and sql server analysis services tabular you will learn how to leverage
the advanced applications of dax to solve complex tasks often a task seems complex due to a lack of understanding or a
misunderstanding of core principles and how certain components interact with each other the authors of this book use solutions
and examples to teach you how to solve complex problems they explain the intricate workings of important concepts such as
filter context and context transition you will learn how power bi through combining dax building blocks such as measures table
filtering and data lineage can yield extraordinary analytical power throughout pro dax with power bi these building blocks are
used to create and compose solutions for advanced dax problems so you can independently build solutions to your own complex
problems and gain valuable insight from your data what you will learn understand the intricate workings of dax to solve advanced
problems deconstruct problems into manageable parts in order to create your own recipes apply predefined solutions for
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addressing problems and link back step by step to the mechanics of dax to know the foundation of this powerful query language
get fully on board with dax a new and evolving language by learning best practices who this book is for anyone who wants to use
power bi to build advanced and complex models some experience writing dax is helpful but not essential if you have experience
with other data query languages such as mdx or sql

Pro DAX with Power BI
2019-12-10

imagine what you could do if scalability wasn t a problem with this hands on guide you ll learn how the cassandra database
management system handles hundreds of terabytes of data while remaining highly available across multiple data centers this
expanded second edition updated for cassandra 3 0 provides the technical details and practical examples you need to put this
database to work in a production environment authors jeff carpenter and eben hewitt demonstrate the advantages of cassandra s
non relational design with special attention to data modeling if you re a developer dba or application architect looking to solve a
database scaling issue or future proof your application this guide helps you harness cassandra s speed and flexibility understand
cassandra s distributed and decentralized structure use the cassandra query language cql and cqlsh the cql shell create a
working data model and compare it with an equivalent relational model develop sample applications using client drivers for
languages including java python and node js explore cluster topology and learn how nodes exchange data maintain a high level
of performance in your cluster deploy cassandra on site in the cloud or with docker integrate cassandra with spark hadoop
elasticsearch solr and lucene

Cassandra: The Definitive Guide
2016-06-29

this comprehensive and authoritative guide will teach you the dax language for business intelligence data modeling and analytics
leading microsoft bi consultants marco russo and alberto ferrari help you master everything from table functions through
advanced code and model optimization you ll learn exactly what happens under the hood when you run a dax expression how
dax behaves differently from other languages and how to use this knowledge to write fast robust code if you want to leverage all
of dax s remarkable power and flexibility this no compromise deep dive is exactly what you need perform powerful data analysis
with dax for microsoft sql server analysis services excel and power bi master core dax concepts including calculated columns
measures and error handling understand evaluation contexts and the calculate and calculatetable functions perform time based
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calculations ytd mtd previous year working days and more work with expanded tables complex functions and elaborate dax
expressions perform calculations over hierarchies including parent child hierarchies use dax to express diverse and unusual
relationships measure dax query performance with sql server profiler and dax studio

The Definitive Guide to DAX
2015-10-14

the definitive guide to html5 provides the breadth of information you ll need to start creating the next generation of html5
websites it covers all the base knowledge required for standards compliant semantic modern website creation it also covers the
full html5 ecosystem and the associated apis that complement the core html5 language the definitive guide to html5 begins by
tackling the basics of html5 ensuring that you know best practices and key uses of all of the important elements including those
new to html5 this section also covers extended usage of css3 javascript and dom manipulation making you proficient in all core
aspects of modern website creation the final part of the book covers the associated w3c apis that surround the html5
specification you will achieve a thorough working knowledge of the geolocation api web storage creating offline applications and
the new drag and drop functionality the definitive guide to html5 also dives into the key media enhancements of html5 and its
surrounding technologies canvas video and audio

The Definitive Guide to HTML5
2012-01-28

for web developers and other programmers interested in using javascript this bestselling book provides the most comprehensive
javascript material on the market the seventh edition represents a significant update with new information for ecmascript 2020
and new chapters on language specific features javascript the definitive guide is ideal for experienced programmers who want to
learn the programming language of the web and for current javascript programmers who want to master it

JavaScript: The Definitive Guide
2020-05-14

learn how to use deploy and maintain apache spark with this comprehensive guide written by the creators of the open source
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cluster computing framework with an emphasis on improvements and new features in spark 2 0 authors bill chambers and matei
zaharia break down spark topics into distinct sections each with unique goals youâ ll explore the basic operations and common
functions of sparkâ s structured apis as well as structured streaming a new high level api for building end to end streaming
applications developers and system administrators will learn the fundamentals of monitoring tuning and debugging spark and
explore machine learning techniques and scenarios for employing mllib sparkâ s scalable machine learning library get a gentle
overview of big data and spark learn about dataframes sql and datasetsâ sparkâ s core apisâ through worked examples dive into
sparkâ s low level apis rdds and execution of sql and dataframes understand how spark runs on a cluster debug monitor and tune
spark clusters and applications learn the power of structured streaming sparkâ s stream processing engine learn how you can
apply mllib to a variety of problems including classification or recommendation

Spark: The Definitive Guide
2018-02-08

of all the ajax specific frameworks that have popped up in recent years one clearly stands out as the industrial strength solution
dojo is not just another javascript toolkit it s the javascript toolkit and dojo the definitive guide demonstrates how to tame dojo s
extensive library of utilities so that you can build rich and responsive web applications like never before dojo founder alex russell
gives a foreword that explains the why of dojo and of this book dojo provides an end to end solution for development in the
browser including everything from the core javascript library and turnkey widgets to build tools and a testing framework its
vibrant open source community keeps adding to dojo s arsenal and this book provides an ideal companion to dojo s official
documentation dojo the definitive guide gives you the most thorough overview of this toolkit available showing you everything
from how to create complex layouts and form controls closely resembling those found in the most advanced desktop applications
with stock widgets to advanced javascript idioms to ajax and advanced communication transports with this definitive reference
you get get a concise introduction to dojo that s good for all 1 x versions well explained examples with scores of tested code
samples that let you see dojo in action a comprehensive reference to dojo s standard javascript library including fundamental
utilities in base dojo s tiny but powerful kernel that you ll wonder how you ever lived without an extensive look at additional core
features such as animations drag and drop back button handling animations like wipe and slide and more exhaustive coverage of
out of the box dijits dojo widgets as well as definitive coverage on how to create your own either from scratch or building on
existing ones an itemized inventory of dojox subprojects the build tools and the doh dojo s unit testing framework that you can
use with dojo or anywhere else if you re a dhtml toting web developer you need to read this book whether you re a one person
operation or part of an organization employing scores of developers dojo packs the standard javascript library you ve always
wanted and dojo the definitive guide helps you transform your ideas into working applications quickly by leveraging design
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concepts you already know

Dojo: The Definitive Guide
2008-06-17

perform fast interactive analytics against different data sources using the trino high performance distributed sql query engine
with this practical guide you ll learn how to conduct analytics on data where it lives whether it s hive cassandra a relational
database or a proprietary data store analysts software engineers and production engineers will learn how to manage use and
even develop with trino initially developed by facebook open source trino is now used by netflix airbnb linkedin twitter uber and
many other companies matt fuller manfred moser and martin traverso show you how a single trino query can combine data from
multiple sources to allow for analytics across your entire organization get started explore trino s use cases and learn about tools
that will help you connect to trino and query data go deeper learn trino s internal workings including how to connect to and query
data sources with support for sql statements operators functions and more put trino in production secure trino monitor workloads
tune queries and connect more applications learn how other organizations apply trino

Trino: The Definitive Guide
2021-04-14

every enterprise application creates data whether it s log messages metrics user activity outgoing messages or something else
and how to move all of this data becomes nearly as important as the data itself if you re an application architect developer or
production engineer new to apache kafka this practical guide shows you how to use this open source streaming platform to
handle real time data feeds engineers from confluent and linkedin who are responsible for developing kafka explain how to
deploy production kafka clusters write reliable event driven microservices and build scalable stream processing applications with
this platform through detailed examples you ll learn kafka s design principles reliability guarantees key apis and architecture
details including the replication protocol the controller and the storage layer understand publish subscribe messaging and how it
fits in the big data ecosystem explore kafka producers and consumers for writing and reading messages understand kafka
patterns and use case requirements to ensure reliable data delivery get best practices for building data pipelines and applications
with kafka manage kafka in production and learn to perform monitoring tuning and maintenance tasks learn the most critical
metrics among kafka s operational measurements explore how kafka s stream delivery capabilities make it a perfect source for
stream processing systems
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Kafka: The Definitive Guide
2017-08-31

describes the history of the server platform and covers downloading and compiling configuring and running the program on unix
writing specialized modules and establishing security routines

Apache
2003

django the python based development framework is one of the hottest topics in development today its creator and co author of
this book adrian holovaty has built a compelling array of applications using django including chicagocrime org django creator
adrian holovaty and lead developer jacob kaplan moss have created this book as the definitive guide to the technology beginning
with fundamentals such as installation and configuration the book tackles sophisticated features of django such as outputting non
html content such as rss feeds and pdfs caching and user management also includes a detailed reference to django s many
configuration options and commands

The Definitive Guide to Django
2008-03-08

the definitive guide to interwoven teamsite is the first book to cover the teamsite enterprise content management system a
product used by nine of the top 10 largest companies in the world and thousands of other organizations around the globe the
technical reviewer is the product manager for interwoven teamsite authored by teamsite experts brian hastings and justin
mcneal who are presently leading the teamsite upgrade project for mastercard international guided by a real world example
project readers will learn the concepts and strategies necessary to develop deploy and maintain a large scale content
management system using this product
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The Definitive Guide to Interwoven TeamSite
2007-02-01

comprehensive guide to windows installer technology applicable for all languages and tools on the microsoft platform focus on
use from visual studio and visual studio net means it does not require purchase of a separate high priced installation tool from
installshield or wise the windows installer ships with visual studio net resulting in increasing market share and the need for this
book extensive coverage of net project types including web applications and services information not found anywhere else

The Definitive Guide to Windows Installer
2004-04-26

the definitive guide to the modern world of competitive gaming and the official history of esports almost overnight esports or
competitive video games have exploded into the largest entertainment and sporting phenomenon in human history the book of
esports answers what exactly are esports and how did they become so popular so quickly why did blockbuster video games like
league of legends fortnite and starcraft succeed where exactly is all this video gaming headed what do gamers and college
students need to know to position themselves for success in the industry how do you create a billion dollar esports business what
strategic choices drive success in the modern gaming industry can video games really get your kid into college all expenses paid
of course whether you are a lifelong gamer a curious fortnite parent or a businessperson seeking to understand the marketing
opportunities of this multibillion dollar phenomenon the book of esports charts the rise of this exciting new industry for the first
time ever crafting a comprehensive overview of esports and its implications for human competition and even the future of
humanity itself gaming luminary and harvard mba william collis has painstakingly translated esports mysteries into a detailed and
accessible testament for today featuring select interviews from the biggest names in the industry the book of esportsweaves
tales of trust betrayal and superhuman reflexes into predictive frameworks explaining exactly why our industry looks the way it
does and how all this growth and more is inevitable as the divide between man and machine blurs into oblivion

The Book of Esports
2020-08-04

point and figure charts are one of the great secrets of the technical analysis world highly sophisticated and with a thoroughbred
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pedigree they can however be overlooked by traders today jeremy du plessis one of the foremost point and figure experts in the
world returns with a fully updated second edition of this definitive guide in an effort to redress this imbalance this second edition
with an extensive revision to the text and introduction of brand new techniques demystifies the world of point and figure charting
it includes a detailed explanation of the history and development of the technique from its invention to the modern day and
covers the makeup of the chart patterns why they are created and how to interpret them throughout readers are encouraged to
understand point and figure charts from first principles rather than just remember the names of a series of patterns it is the first
major work for 50 years to discuss in depth the original 1 box reversal method of point and figure charting and contrast it with
the more popular 3 box reversal method further the explanation of how to use point and figure charts to project targets and
calculate risk reward ratios is the most comprehensive ever seen also featured in the second edition are a step by step analysis
of the ftse 100 index using the 3 box method as well as the nasdaq composite index using the 1 box method a detailed discussion
of optimising techniques an in depth chapter on analysing point and figure charts extensively rewritten from the first edition a
new explanation of how point and figure parameters are chosen and the implications of choosing them two new point and figure
construction methods never seen before point and figure s contribution to market breadth with a look at bullish percent and two
brand new indicators full discussion of point and figure gaps and how they provide valuable information about the chart lesser
known more advanced techniques such as the use of moving averages parabolic sar and bollinger bands on point and figure
charts price and volume activity histograms and how they provide information about support and resistance all this is illustrated
with numerous colour charts and observations from years of trading experience according to du plessis point and figure charts
are the voice of the market this book helps you listen to and understand that voice part of the market technicians association mta
required reading list

The Definitive Guide to Point and Figure
2012-10-04

a guide for experienced programmers demonstrates the core javascript language offers examples of common tasks and contains
an extensive reference to javascript commands objects methods and properties

JavaScript
2002

winner cmi management book of the year 2017 practical manager category master the art of negotiation and gain the
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competitive advantage now revised and updated the second edition of the negotiation book will teach you about one of the most
important skills in business we all have to negotiate at some point whether in the office or at home and good negotiation skills
can have a profound effect on our lives both financially and personally no other skill will give you a better chance of optimizing
your success and your organization s success every time you negotiate you are looking for an increased advantage this book
delivers it whilst ensuring the other party also comes away feeling good about the deal nothing will put you in a stronger position
to build capacity build negotiation strategies and facilitate negotiations through to successful conclusions the negotiation book
explains the importance of planning dynamics and strategies will help you understand the psychology tactics and behaviours of
negotiation teaches you how to conduct successful win win negotiations gives you the competitive advantage

The Negotiation Book
2015-10-08

r markdown the definitive guide is the first official book authored by the core r markdown developers that provides a
comprehensive and accurate reference to the r markdown ecosystem with r markdown you can easily create reproducible data
analysis reports presentations dashboards interactive applications books dissertations websites and journal articles while
enjoying the simplicity of markdown and the great power of r and other languages in this book you will learn basics syntax of
markdown and r code chunks how to generate figures and tables and how to use other computing languages built in output
formats of r markdown pdf html word rtf markdown documents and ioslides slidy beamer powerpoint presentations extensions
and applications dashboards tufte handouts xaringan reveal js presentations websites books journal articles and interactive
tutorials advanced topics parameterized reports html widgets document templates custom output formats and shiny documents
yihui xie is a software engineer at rstudio he has authored and co authored several r packages including knitr rmarkdown
bookdown blogdown shiny xaringan and animation he has published three other books dynamic documents with r and knitr
bookdown authoring books and technical documents with r markdown and blogdown creating websites with r markdown j j allaire
is the founder of rstudio and the creator of the rstudio ide he is an author of several packages in the r markdown ecosystem
including rmarkdown flexdashboard learnr and radix garrett grolemund is the co author of r for data science and author of hands
on programming with r he wrote the lubridate r package and works for rstudio as an advocate who trains engineers to do data
science with r and the tidyverse

R Markdown
2018-07-27
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for people just starting to play disc golf can become an exciting and addictive sport to play for a lifetime avid disc golfers often
find playing a challenging test of both physical skill and mental determination disc golf is a greener sport than most and has
fewer barriers to entry than traditional golf and other recreational sports it is also one of the fastest growing sports in the united
states the definitive guide to disc golf provides readers all the essential information they need to get started playing disc golf but
it is much more than just a basic how to manual it is a thoughtful fascinating and thoroughly enjoyable exploration into the
history nature science and skills of disc golf featuring more than 80 instructional photos this is a comprehensive book about disc
golf that would be enjoyed by all players from beginners to aspiring professionals

Definitive Guide to Disc Golf
2016-04-01

besides covering the most recently released versions of gcc this book provides a complete command reference explains how to
use the info online help system and covers material not covered in other texts including profiling test coverage and how to build
and install gcc on a variety of operating system and hardware platforms it also covers how to integrate with other gnu
development tools including automake autoconf and libtool

The Definitive Guide to GCC
2008-01-01

the definitive guide to selling abroad profitably is for entrepreneurs and small business owners the makers movers and shakers in
our world interested in taking their businesses to the next level of growth through exports

Exporting
2013-12-05

even under ideal conditions teaching is tough work facing unrelenting pressure from administrators and parents and caught in a
race against time to improve student outcomes educators can easily become discouraged or worse burn out completely without a
robust coaching system in place to support them for more than 20 years perfecting such a system has been the paramount
objective of best selling author and coaching guru jim knight and his team of researchers at the instructional coaching group icg
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in the definitive guide to instructional coaching knight offers a blueprint for establishing administering and assessing an
instructional coaching program laser focused on every educator s ultimate goal the academic success of students organized
around icg s seven success factors for great instructional coaching this book offers an in depth guide to the impact cycle icg s
research based and field tested model for coaching teachers through issues that matter most to them detailed guidance on how
to create a playbook of instructional strategies to share with collaborating teachers and how to model those strategies under
different conditions practical advice on preparing for and engaging in substantive reflective and teacher centered coaching
conversations best practices for gathering analyzing and responding to data for improved teaching and learning and real life
anecdotes and testimonies from educators and coaches who have reaped the benefits of the impact cycle in a diverse array of
schools in addition each chapter of the book contains a learning map to help orient you and a list of valuable additional resources
to complement the text whether you re new to coaching or well versed in the practice the definitive guide to instructional
coaching will no doubt prove a cornerstone of your coaching library for years to come

The Definitive Guide to Instructional Coaching
2021-11-05

the rise of ruby on rails has signified a huge shift in how we build web applications today it is a fantastic framework with a
growing community there is however space for another such framework that integrates seamlessly with java thousands of
companies have invested in java and these same companies are losing out on the benefits of a rails like framework enter grails
grails is not just a rails clone it aims to provide a rails like environment that is more familiar to java developers and employs
idioms that java developers are comfortable using making the adjustment in mentality to a dynamic framework less of a jump the
concepts within grails like interceptors tag libs and groovy server pages gsp make those in the java community feel right at home
grails foundation is on solid open source technologies such as spring hibernate and sitemesh which gives it even more potential
in the java space spring provides powerful inversion of control and mvc hibernate brings a stable mature object relational
mapping technology with the ability to integrate with legacy systems and sitemesh handles flexible layout control and page
decoration grails complements these with additional features that take advantage of the coding by convention paradigm such as
dynamic tag libraries grails object relational mapping groovy server pages and scaffolding graeme rocher grails lead and founder
and jeff brown bring you completely up to date with their authoritative and fully comprehensive guide to the grails framework you
ll get to know all the core features services and grails extensions via plug ins and understand the roles that groovy and grails are
playing in the changing
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The Definitive Guide to Grails
2009-02-19

plugins will soon be a thing of the past the definitive guide to html5 video is the first authoritative book on html5 video the new
web standard that allows browsers to support audio and video elements natively this makes it very easy for web developers to
publish audio and video integrating both within the general presentation of web pages for example media elements can be styled
using css style sheets integrated into svg scalable vector graphics and manipulated in a canvas the book offers techniques for
providing accessibility to media elements enabling consistent handling of alternative representations of media resources the
definitive guide to html5 video dives deep into the markup that is introduced for media element support in browsers you ll
explore the default user interface offered through browsers for media elements as well as the javascript api provided to control
their behavior you ll also learn how to account for h 264 and ogg theora codecs

The Definitive Guide to HTML5 Video
2011-08-04

entertainment marketing now every platform technology and opportunity covers film cable broadcast music sports publishing
social media gaming and more reflects powerful trends ranging from smartphones to globalization demonstrates breakthrough
strategies integrating advertising promotion pr and online content distribution by industry insiders with decades of experience as
leaders and consultants entertainment spending is soaring worldwide driven by new technologies new platforms new business
models and unrelenting demand amongst seven billion consumers that means entertainment marketing opportunities are soaring
too but this business is more complex and competitive than ever and it s changing at breakneck speed now two leading
practitioners show how to transform content into profits today and tomorrow any content on any platform in any market
worldwide you ll master innovative new ways to grab consumers attention and wallets fast make your experiences wannasee
haftasee mustsee drive more value through social platforms mobile technologies and integrated marketing strategies overcome
challenges ranging from bad buzz to piracy fully leverage licensing merchandising and sponsorships and successfully market all
forms of entertainment
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The Definitive Guide to Entertainment Marketing
2013-07-02

includes case studies based on real world solution deployments with vicinity atx ford and hutchison 3g insights into differences
between solutions for us and european marketplaces includes a software development kit for building a basic location service
solution mobile applications must be much smarter than desktop web applications these applications need to know user s
location surroundings and provide directions on how to get there developers face many challenges including how to pinpoint the
user s location how to retrieve relevant spatial data from map databases that are often 20 gigabytes in size and how to support
multiple clients the mobility provided by the proliferation of wireless devices such as palm pilots and onboard navigation systems
presents a new class of opportunities and problems for application developers this book provides an end to end solution guide to
understand the issues in location based services and build solutions that will sell complete with software and industry case
studies this book is an essential companion to anyone wanting to build the next killer application the more than one million auto
based telematics terminals that have been installed by year end 2001 are ample testimony of the opportunities and
attractiveness of the mobile location services market this large and growing installed base of subscribers also provides multiple
implementation examples which are incorporated into the text

Mobile Location Services
2003

in the definitive guide to nft investing investment author wayne walker offers a comprehensive look into the nft ecosystem he
shares powerful investment strategies that can be used by both beginners and more advanced market participants you will
quickly learn and understand the connection between nfts the metaverse and cryptos wayne has written books on cryptos and
the blockchain which gives him a unique insight into this connection it is knowledge that you will be able to use to your
advantage this book does not have a goal of selling you on the idea of nfts that is a decision you will have to make on your own
this book is for those who have one eye on reality and the other on the possibilities no wild talk about making quick millions but
between zero and a million there is a lot of room to make smart investments by the end of the book you will be among the most
informed and updated about the nft ecosystem wayne also reveals how the insiders really make money and how to use their
strategies to make your profits the book includes how to invest in nfts like a professional be among the first to fully understand
the possibilities of the metaverse learn the secrets of those that actually profit from nfts clearly understand the important
connection between the metaverse nfts and cryptos discover some of the best ways to profit from nfts without buying them
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finally get straight and plain talk about what is it that you own when you buy an nft it is probably not what you think a quick guide
of the steps needed to create your first nft in under 30 minutes wayne has his own nft collection and knows the process discover
how some people are earning cryptos from playing games

The Definitive Guide to NFT Investing
2022-05-17

a brand new collection of high value hr techniques skills strategies and metrics now in a convenient e format at a great price hr
management for a new generation 6 breakthrough ebooks help you help your people deliver more value on every metric that
matters this unique 6 ebook package presents all the tools you need to tightly link hr strategy with business goals systematically
optimize the value of all your hr investments and take your seat at the table where enterprise decisions are made in the definitive
guide to hr communication engaging employees in benefits pay and performance alison davis and jane shannon help you
improve the effectiveness of every hr message you deliver learn how to treat employees as customers clarify their needs and
motivations leverage the same strategies and tools your company uses to sell products and services package information for
faster better decision making clearly explain benefits pay and policies improve recruiting orientation outplacement and much
more in investing in people second edition wayne cascio and john w boudreau help you use metrics to improve hr decision
making optimize organizational effectiveness and increase the value of strategic investments you ll master powerful solutions for
integrating hr with enterprise strategy and budgeting and for gaining commitment from business leaders outside hr in financial
analysis for hr managers dr steven director teaches the financial analysis skills you need to become a true strategic business
partner and get boardroom and cfo buy in for your high priority initiatives director covers everything hr pros need to formulate
model and evaluate hr initiatives from a financial perspective he walks through crucial financial issues associated with strategic
talent management offering cost benefit analyses of hr and strategic financial initiatives and even addressing issues related to
total rewards programs in applying advanced analytics to hr management decisions pioneering hr technology expert james c sesil
shows how to use advanced analytics and big data to optimize decisions about performance management strategy alignment
collaboration workforce succession planning talent acquisition career development corporate learning and more you ll learn how
to integrate business intelligence erp strategy maps talent management suites and advanced analytics and use them together to
make far more robust choices in compensation and benefit design world renowned compensation expert bashker d biswas helps
you bring financial rigor to compensation and benefit program development he introduces a powerful human resource life cycle
model for considering compensation and benefit programs fully addresses issues related to acquisition general compensation
equity compensation and pension accounting assesses the full financial impact of executive compensation and employee benefit
programs and discusses the unique issues associated with international hr programs finally in people analytics ben waber helps
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you discover powerful hidden social levers and networks within your company and tweak them to dramatically improve business
performance and employee fulfillment drawing on his cutting edge work at mit and harvard waber shows how sensors and
analytics can give you an unprecedented understanding of how your people work and collaborate and actionable insights for
building a more effective productive and positive organization whatever your hr role these 6 ebooks will help you apply today s
most advanced innovations and best practices to optimize workplace performance and drive unprecedented business value from
world renowned human resources experts alison davis jane shannon wayne cascio john w boudreau steven director james c sesil
bashker d biswas and ben waber

The Definitive Guide to HR Management Tools (Collection)
2013-11-07
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